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Abstract- The session will include two lesson plans including two stories addressing a systems 

approach in environmental contexts, exercises of causal loop diagrams related to issues in the 

stories, and a discussion about the results obtained in an experimental design with fifth grade 

Turkish students. The context of the session is based on environmental issues like 

conservation of species and effect of pesticides on living organisms. This study has been 

applied to students with no experience in system dynamics. Hence, participants at all levels 

will be welcome to this session. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Jay Forrester, who is the founder of the field of system dynamics, summarized the current 

situation of education system: “Education has taught static snapshots of the real world. But 

the world's problems are dynamic.” (Forrester, 1996; p. 6) 

 

Brown, who is another pioneer in improving education through system dynamics, also 

criticized the educational system. He (1992) argued that content of education did not deal with 

dynamic situations and did not have the tendency to explain how things change over time. In 

addition to being discipline oriented rather than being multi-disciplinary, education system 

transfers heavy load of curriculum to teachers and then to students with insufficient 

cooperation among teachers and among students. And, the consequence is unrelated 

fragments of knowledge that last for a short period of time (Brown, 1992).  

 

As an alternative to traditional lecture-based instruction, where students are passive 

participants of instruction by memorizing fragments of knowledge, is system-based learning. 

According to Lyneis and Fox-Melanson (2001), system-based learning promotes student-

centered learning and supports development of critical thinking and problem solving skills. 

Moreover, Stunz, Lyneis and Richardson (2002) argued that students progressed in 

conceptualizing interdepencies, short and long-term decisions, and results of their own actions 

within a given system [cited in Hopper and Stave, 2008]. 

 

The objectives of a lesson that is designed to improve students’ system thinking skills vary in 

terms of complexity, degree, and age level. Moreover, assessment of system dynamic lessons 

would be harder in nature. Hopper and Stave (2008) revised Bloom’s taxonomy with system 

thinking characteristics to develop an assessment framework. It should be noted that Bloom’s 

taxonomy is a cornerstone in educational sciences to classify cognitive objectives of any 

lessons. The revised version and explanation of each level of the framework can be seen in the 

taxonomy Hopper and Stave article (2008, p.7). The authors also proposed assessment 

measures for each level and they are placed in Table 1. According to the table, there are 

various expected tasks for each system thinking level.  

 

The intervention part of this study- drawing causal loop diagrams (CLDs) based on stories-

was implemented to 5
th

 grade Turkish students with no previous experience in system 

dynamics. Lyneis and Lyneis (2006) also studied about using appropriate numbers of causal 

loops to study on an epidemic model at varying age groups and they concluded to use two-



loop feedback version for beginners and four-loop version for the advanced learners. Hence, 

drawing causal loop diagrams (CLDs) with one or two loops could be accepted as a relevant 

task in terms of their age level and educational background on system dynamics. 

 

Another important aspect of the intervention was the content of the stories and exercises. The 

two stories were based on ecological subjects like conservation of species and effect of 

pesticides on living organisms that are implied but not accepted as core ideas of Turkish 

Science and Technology Curriculum. However, it was observed that students had some ideas 

about these issues due to influence of media.     

 

Table 1. Assessment framework in terms of system thinking levels (Hopper and Stave, 2008) 

 
System Thinking Levels Assessment Measures 

Recognizing 

Interconnections 

-List of components of the system 

- Connections represented in 

words or diagrams 

- Description of the systems in 

terms of its components and 

connections 

- Description of properties the 

system has that the 

components alone do not 

Identifying Feedback - Representation of causality 

and loops in words or 

diagrams 

- Diagram indicating polarity 

Understanding Dynamic Behavior - Representation of a 

problematic trend in words or 

graphs 

- Story of how problematic 

behavior arises from 

interactions among system 

components 

- Story about what will happen 

when one piece of the system 

changes 

- Story of the causal structure 

likely generating a given 

behavior 

Differentiating 

types of variables 

and flows 

- Table of system variables by 

type 

- Types of variables with units 

Using conceptual 

models 

- Story of the expected effect of 

an action on a given problem 

- Justification of why a given 

action is expected to solve a 

problem 

Creating 

simulation 

models 

- Model equations 

- Simulation model 

- Model run 

- Compare model output to 

observed behavior 

Testing policies - List of policy levers 

- Description of expected output 

for given change 

- Model output 

- Comparison of output from 

different hypothesis tests 

- Policy design 

 

 

 



INTERVENTION: 

 

In the first part, teaching causal loops and writing an argument related to each arrow in the 

causal loop was the intervention. As one can see from the questions below, number of 

variables increase step by step and loop numbers do not exceed two as suggested in the 

literature (Lyneis & Lyneis, 2006).  The CLDs and expected arguments are as follows: 

 

1. a)  

+ 

              Number of spiders   Number of spider webs 

                                          + 

                                       

 

As number of spiders increase, number of spider webs increase. 

As number of spider webs increase, number of spiders increase. 

 

 

b)  

 

                                                                   + 

            Number of flies                               Number of spider webs 

                                --       
 

As number of flies increase, number of spider webs increase. 

As number of spider webs increase, number of flies decrease. 

 

 

c)    

 

                                                                          + 

             Number of spiders        Pest control 

                                +                                               

 

                                                  --                               + 

             Number of spider webs        Clean image of the cages 

 

 

 

 

As number of spiders increases, pest control increases. 

As pest control increases, clean image of the cages also increases. 

As clean image of the cages increases, number of spider webs decreases. 

As number of spider webs increases, number of spiders increases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

d) 

 

 

                                                                                                   + 

            +      Number of spiders             Pest control 

 

 

Number of flies  -- 

                                                                                                               + 

                                                              -- 

                        Number of spider webs    Clean image of the cages 

 

 

As number of spiders increases, pest control increases. 

As pest control increases, clean image of the cages also increases. 

As clean image of the cages increases, number of spider webs decreases. 

As number of spider webs increases, number of flies decreases. 

As number of flies increases, number of spiders also increases. 

                  

 

In the second part, subjects compared the level of intoxication of the living organisms in the 

story. Actually, a sentence in the story was about the order of intoxication directly and 

subjects were reminded about this sentence. The control group was also reminded about this 

sentence, but they were not expected to draw a chain. The food chain in the story was: 

 

         Flies  →   Dragon Flies →  Frogs →  Trouts → Humans 

 

In the second question, subjects were asked about drawing a chain. After drawing, they were 

asked about “what this chain is about, what is the relationship between these living things”. 

And they came up with the idea of “food chain”. 

 

In the third question, they were expected to compute intoxication level of each living 

organism in the food chain. They were informed that a dragon fly eats 100 flies, a frog eats 

five dragon flies, a trout eats three frogs, and Kemal eats two trouts. The first two statements 

were given, and subjects were supposed to give the answers written in italic: 

 

Dragon fly: 100 units 

Frog: 100 x 5= 500 units 

Trout: 500 x 3= 1500 units 

Kemal: 1500 x 2 = 3000 units 

 

 

In the sixth question, subjects in the experimental group were expected to transfer what they 

learnt about CLDs in the first part to this part. They were expected to draw the CLD on the 

next page and write the arguments like: 

 

 



 

                                                                --                                             + 

Environmental pollution                         Pest control                              Agricultural production 

                                    +                                            

 

 

 As pest control increases, environmental pollution increases. 

As environmental pollution increases, pest control decreases. 

As pest control increases, agricultural production increases. 

As agricultural production increases, pest control increases. 

 

DATA COLLECTION 

 

Quantitative and qualitative data were collected in this study. To transfer subject responses for 

the open-ended questions into numeric values, a coding system was developed for each 

common open-ended question. 

In the fist part, the criteria of scoring involve inclusion of chain of arguments, dependence on 

the story, and realization of delay time. The scoring for the first part is shown on Table 2. 

 

In the second part, the scoring criteria is integration of possible variables within one’s 

response, because understanding relationships and integration of variables are among the 

skills discussed in Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy of System Thinking Characteristics (Hopper 

& Stave, 2008). The first and the last questions involves these skills, while the second 

question is rather straight-forward. The scoring for the second part is illustrated on Table 3. 

 

Table 2. Scoring of the first part 

Subject Response Score 
Question #1: At the end of the story, a few more spiders were brought to the zoo. Explain the importance 

of these new coming spiders in terms of the zoo. 

Number of spiders increases. 0 

Number of flies decreases. 1 

As number of spider increases, number of flies 

decreases. 

1 

 

Animals in the zoo become happy and peaceful. 2 

As number of spider increases, number of flies 

decreases and animals in the zoo become happy and 

peaceful. 

3 

Question #2: What is the reason for the increase in the5th week on the graph? 

Flies construct webs. 0 

Number of flies increase. 0 

Because spiders eat flies. 1 

Spiders come and eat flies. After a while, we 

observe an increase in the peace level of animals. 

2 

Question #3: What is the reason for the decrease in the 7th and 8th weeks on the graph? 

Pest control 1 

Cleaning of the zoo 1 

Return of flies 1 

Cleaning of the zoo and return of flies 2 

 

 



 

Table 3. Scoring of the second part 

Subject Response Score 
Question #1: How can a pesticide applied in a farm affect a trout in a lake? Explain. 

Diffusion of sprey from farm to lake 1 

Diffusion of water with pesticide from far to lake 

and other water bodies 

1 

By the help of food chain 1 

Diffusion through air and water 2 

 

Diffusion through air and water and by the help of 

food chain 

2 

Question #2: When does Kemal intake more poison? When he eats a trout that he catches from the 

poisoned lake or when he eats a carnivore bird that ate the trout? 

The trout 0 

The carnivore bird 1 

Question # 3: Should Farmer Hasan keep on using pesticides? Why? 

Yes, ... 0 

No. Humans will be affected. 1 

No. Animals will be affected 1 

No. All living organisms and the environment will 

be affected. 

2 

No. The balance of nature will be deteriorated. 2 

 

 

 

Notes: The stories and related exercises of the intervention part will be distributed during the 

workshop. The workshop will include a discussion part of the research findings of this 

intervention with 5
th

 graders and implications of the research. 
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